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ABSTRACT: Improved prediction of the recovery of oil-in-place in basin-floor fan reservoirs requires 12 

accurate characterisation and modelling of multiscale heterogeneities. The use of outcrop analogues 13 

is a key tool to augment this process by documenting and quantifying sedimentary architecture, 14 

hierarchy, and sedimentary facies relationships. A 3D geological modelling workflow is presented 15 

that tests the impact of fine-scale heterogeneities within basin-floor lobe complexes on reservoir 16 

connectivity. Construction of geological models of a basin-floor lobe complex allows realistic 17 

depositional architecture and facies distributions to be captured. Additionally, detailed models are 18 

constructed from channelised areas within a basin-floor lobe complex. Petrophysical modelling and 19 

streamline analysis are employed to test the impact on reservoir connectivity between lobe models 20 

with i) vertically-stacked facies with coarsening- and thickening-upwards trends in all locations, and 21 

ii) lateral facies changes with dimensions and distributions constrained from outcrop data. The 22 

findings show that differences in facies architecture, and in particular lobe-on-lobe amalgamation, 23 

have a significant impact on connectivity and macroscopic sweep efficiency, which influence the 24 

production results. Channelised lobe areas are less predictable reservoir targets due to uncertainties 25 

associated with channel-fill heterogeneities. The use of deterministic sedimentary architecture 26 

concepts and facies relationships have proven vital in the accurate modelling of reservoir 27 

heterogeneities. 28 

 29 

Keywords:  Fine-scale reservoir modelling; Reservoir connectivity; Sweep efficiency; Streamline 30 
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INTRODUCTION 32 

Hydrocarbon production targets are moving towards more challenging reservoir types, including 33 

offshore turbidite reservoirs in ultra-deep settings. Typically, the construction of geological models 34 

for these reservoirs uses a combination of subsurface seismic and well data. Well data is particularly 35 

sparse during the early phase of projects (Strebelle et al. 2003; Pyrcz & Deutch 2014) and seismic 36 

resolution is inadequate to constrain 3D reservoir connectivity and heterogeneity distribution. 37 

Therefore, outcrop analogues and conceptual models are applied to reduce this uncertainty (e.g. 38 

Bryant & Flint 1993; Pringle et al. 2006; Howell et al. 2014).  39 

Application of outcrop data helps to capture architectural complexity and heterogeneities within 40 

submarine fan (sheet) systems (e.g. Kleverlaan & Cossey 1993; Richards & Bowman 1998; 41 

Drinkwater & Pickering 2001) and to constrain stochastic-based modelling of facies and 42 

petrophysical properties (Alabert & Massonnat 1990; Joseph et al. 2000; Stephen et al. 2001; Amy et 43 

al. 2013). A small number of studies have performed stochastic-based modelling of submarine lobe 44 

deposits, where individual compensationally stacked flow events were modelled to create lobate 45 

geometries or sheet-like splays (Pyrcz et al. 2005; Saller et al. 2008; Zhang et al. 2009). Recent work 46 

(e.g. Pirmez et al. 2000; Beaubouef et al. 2003; Deptuck et al. 2008; Prélat et al. 2009, 2010; 47 

Macdonald et al. 2011; Straub & Pyles 2012) has demonstrated that submarine lobe architecture 48 

and facies trends are often not as simple as the classical models (e.g. Mutti et al. 1977; Mutti & 49 

Sonnino 1981), and involve stratigraphic order and hierarchy (Prélat et al., 2009; Straub & Pyles, 50 

2012), which may not be covered within purely stochastic modelling methods. The planform extent 51 

of submarine lobes in the subsurface can be resolved by seismic mapping (Saller et al. 2008), 52 

however smaller-scale elements and heterogeneities cannot be seismically resolved. Attributes (Fig. 53 

1), such as lobe amalgamation and internal facies transitions (e.g. Stephen et al. 2001; Zhang et al. 54 

2009) have proven to have a major impact on reservoir model predictions, but their relative impact 55 

is poorly constrained. Other attributes such as finger-like geometries within lobe fringe areas 56 



 

 

(Groenenberg et al. 2010) and the juxtaposition of channels and lobes in Channel-Lobe Transition 57 

Zone-s (CLTZs), have never been captured in published reservoir modelling work.  58 

 The architectural complexity of submarine channel-levee complexes and their influence on reservoir 59 

performance (e.g. Clark & Pickering 1996; Stephen et al. 2001; Larue 2004; Larue & Friedmann 2005; 60 

Sprague et al. 2005; Mayall et al. 2006; Schwarz & Arnott 2007; Barton et al. 2010; Pringle et al. 61 

2010; Alpak et al. 2013; Labourdette et al. 2013; Eschard et al. 2014) has been widely studied. The 62 

main focus of this work was on the diversity of channel architecture and heterogeneities within 63 

channel-fills, such as channel base drapes (e.g. Larue & Friedmann 2005; Barton et al. 2010; Alpak et 64 

al. 2013). Detailed studies on facies characteristics in turbidite reservoirs (e.g. Stephen et al. 2001; 65 

Falivene et al. 2006; Scaglioni et al. 2006) demonstrate that heterogeneities across a range of scales 66 

influence connectivity and compartmentalisation of the reservoir. Pore and textural properties in 67 

structured and normally graded sandstones will affect flow properties of the bed and the system as a 68 

whole (Stephen et al. 2001). The focus on the presence or absence of large-scale baffles and barriers 69 

such as shale drapes (e.g. Stephen et al. 2001; Saller et al. 2008; Barton et al. 2010; Pyrcz & Deutsch 70 

2014) will not capture the whole spectrum of heterogeneities. In contrast to channel-levee 71 

complexes, there are only a small number of fine-scale reservoir heterogeneity studies from 72 

channel-lobe transition zones, despite being important deep-water reservoir targets. Connectivity of 73 

channel-fills with overbank deposits (Eschard et al. 2014), and reservoir performance differences 74 

between lobe and channel-fill dominated deposits (Zou et al. 2012) are poorly understood. Zou et al. 75 

(2012) noted that sheet-prone sandstones provide more sustained production than channel-prone 76 

sandstones due to a significant decrease in sweep efficiency in the latter. Margin connectivity within 77 

channel-lobe contacts can be in many cases much better compared to channel-channel or channel-78 

levee contacts (Funk et al. 2012). 79 

Here, we aim to study and quantify the impact of different conceptual stratigraphic and 80 

sedimentological models of deep-marine lobes on reservoir behaviour and fluid flow predictions, 81 



 

 

and compare these sedimentological and stratigraphic factors to other uncertainties within reservoir 82 

modelling. This aim was addressed デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ デｴW ;ヮヮﾉｷI;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa Hﾗデｴ けｴ;ヴSげ ふｪWﾗﾏWデヴｷIぶ ;ﾐS けゲﾗaデげ 83 

(understanding) data ( sensu Howell et al. 2014) from outcrop analogues of exhumed basin-floor 84 

lobe and channel-lobe transition zone deposits from the Karoo Basin, South Africa.  Soft data 85 

includes conceptual models, characteristic facies for architectural elements and their lateral or 86 

vertical facies relationships. The objectives of this study are to follow a deterministic modelling 87 

approach to investigate the effect of sub-seismic heterogeneities within lobe complex sub-88 

environments (Fig. 1) on reservoir connectivity, including 1) lobe amalgamation, 2) facies transitions 89 

and distributions and, 3) channelisation. Sensitivity tests on various petrophysical models are 90 

performed with the help of 275 single-phase streamline flow simulations.  91 

 92 

METHODS 93 

Outcrop datasets from the Tanqua depocentre were used to construct sedimentary facies grid 94 

models (Fig. 2) within a cornerpoint grid mesh using the commercially available software 95 

Reservoirstudio
TM

. The sketch-based interface and cornerpoint grid of the software permits 96 

construction of complicated depositional architectures of lobes and channels, including fine-scale 97 

vertical heterogeneity with a low amount of total grid cells. Conventional modelling methods using 98 

Cartesian grid meshes are unable to capture small-scale heterogeneities as they are limited to the 99 

shape and size of the cells (Aarnes et al. 2008; Jackson et al. 2015).  100 

Separate grid frameworks were used to construct a lobe complex (full lobe-scale models) and two 101 

channel-lobe transition zone scenarios (lobe-scale sector models) (Fig.2). Single-phase flow 102 

streamline simulations were performed between vertical injector and producer wells, to investigate 103 

differences in connectivity and production performance (Fig.2).  104 

Regional setting of outcrop analogues 105 



 

 

The Karoo Basin is one of several late Palaeozoic to Mesozoic basins that formed on the southern 106 

margin of Gondwana in response to convergent-margin tectonism (De Wit & Ransome 1992; 107 

Veevers et al. 1994; López-Gamundi & Rosello 1998). The southwestern area of the Karoo Basin is 108 

divided into two depocentres: the Tanqua and Laingsburg depocentres (Flint et al. 2011). In the 109 

Tanqua depocentre (Fig. 3), the upper Ecca Group comprises a shallowing-upwards succession from 110 

distal basin-floor mudrocks (Tieberg Formation), through basin-floor fans (Skoorsteenberg 111 

Formation) to shelf-edge delta deposits (Waterford Formation). The Late Permian Skoorsteenberg 112 

Formation (Fildani et al. 2009; McKay et al. 2015) is 400 m in thickness and comprises five distinct 113 

sand-rich submarine fan systems, which are separated by laterally extensive hemipelagic mudstones 114 

(Johnson et al. 2001; Van der Werff & Johnson 2003; Hodgson et al. 2006). Fan 3 is the most 115 

extensively studied system (Bouma & Wickens 1991, 1994; Sullivan et al. 2000; Johnson et al. 2001; 116 

Van der Werff & Johnson 2003; Hodgson et al. 2006; Hofstra et al. 2015), showing the transition 117 

from base-of-slope to distal pinch-out. Prélat et al. (2009) and Groenenberg et al. (2010) studied the 118 

basin-floor lobe deposits within Fan 3 and showed the importance of autogenic processes that drive 119 

compensational stacking patterns. Unit 5 represents the transition from a basin floor to slope 120 

environment (Van der Werff & Johnson 2003; Wild et al. 2005; Hodgson et al. 2006), and was fed by 121 

multiple channel systems, in contrast to the underlying point sourced fan systems (Hodgson et al. 122 

2006).  123 

Outcrop data collection and interpretation 124 

Three study areas were used to build facies model frameworks: a distal basin-floor lobe dataset of 125 

Fan 3 (BFL) based on Hodgson et al. (2006), Prélat et al. (2009) and Prélat (2010), and two newly 126 

collected datasets from CLTZ environments, one from Fan 3 and one from Unit 5 (Fig. 3). For 127 

reconstructing a full-scale basin-floor lobe complex, the hierarchical scale and sedimentary concepts 128 

of Prélat et al. (2009) and Prélat & Hodgson (2013) have been followed. These provide a unique 129 

data-set from the medial to distal areas (Fig. 3) with closely spaced measured sections across a 150 130 



 

 

km
2
 study area of Fan 3 with lateral constraints on individual lobes and facies distributions due to 131 

good outcrop extent and limited amount of erosion (Fig. 4). Lobe facies maps and lobe thickness 132 

information (Prélat et al. 2009; Groenenberg et al. 2010) underpin the facies modelling of the basin-133 

floor lobe complex.  134 

For the CLTZ models, two segments from base-of-slope channelised lobe areas were chosen and 135 

sedimentary log data collected: Ongeluks River (OR) of Fan 3 and Blaukop (BK) in Unit 5 (Fig. 3). 136 

These study areas augment previous work (Kirschner & Bouma 2000; Sullivan et al. 2000, 2004; Van 137 

der Werff & Johnson 2003; Hodgson et al. 2006; Luthi et al. 2006) and show clear differences in the 138 

character of channel-fills and channel volumes and their stratigraphic and physical relationship with 139 

underlying lobe deposits.  140 

The OR area preserves a distributive channel network that incises tabular sand-prone packages 141 

which have been referred to as けintra-channel highsげ (Van der Werff & Johnson 2003; Sullivan et al. 142 

2004; Luthi et al. 2006) (Fig. 5). Due to their sandstone-prone nature and variation in bed 143 

thicknesses, they are here interpreted as a combination of lobe and overbank deposits. A new 144 

dataset was collected with thirty-four measured sections (25-50 m spacing) within a 2 km wide EW-145 

trending section, which form the basis of the OR model framework. The eight channel-fills show a 146 

range of cross-sectional geometries (100-550 m wide, 4-10 m deep), and are vertically and laterally 147 

stacked with occasional lateral overlap (Fig. 5). 148 

 The BLK-section of Unit 5 shows two confined channel systems (~300-350 m wide & >10 m deep) 149 

incised into sandstone-rich deposits (Kirschner & Bouma 2000). Twenty-seven sedimentary logs 150 

were collected in a 2 km
2
 area with close-spacing (10 to 100 m apart), permitting the construction of 151 

a 3D framework. In addition, one fully cored borehole (BK01) was drilled 150 m away from the 152 

nearest outcrop, allowing bed-to-bed correlation with the outcrop dataset.  153 

 154 



 

 

Basin floor lobe complex (BFL) 155 

The medial to distal part of the Fan 3 lobe complex consists of six lobes, and facies and thickness 156 

maps have been constructed for four of them (Fig. 6). Thin beds between lobes were originally 157 

referred to as interlobes (Prélat et al. 2009), although Prélat & Hodgson (2013) subsequently 158 

interpreted these as the distal fringes of other lobes, due to compensational stacking. Facies models 159 

were constructed for a lobe complex including the four lobes (Fig. 6) and at the scale of the model 160 

(20 km x 40 km x 70 m) the interlobes were treated as through-going fine-grained units. Due to this 161 

rectangular mesh framework (20 km x 40km), rectangular cells were used, 200 m wide (x) and 300 m 162 

long (y) and with variable z cell dimensions (0.25 - 20 m). Reservoirstudio
TM

 permits complicated 163 

planform architectures of submarine lobes to be drawn and constructed. The scheme of Prélat et al. 164 

(2009) was applied to define four distinct sub-environments of lobe deposition: axis, off-axis, fringe 165 

and distal fringe. This subdivision was also applied within the modelling process; however the fringe 166 

and distal fringe ┘WヴW IﾗﾏHｷﾐWS デﾗ ; ゲｷﾐｪﾉW けaヴｷﾐｪWげ sedimentary facies zone. Sedimentary facies 167 

associations were attributed to each of the zones within the lobe models, creating realistic facies 168 

distributions and vertical stacking patterns. Distinct lobe areas (zones) were created that closely 169 

follow the patterns of the original facies distribution (Fig. 6) including lobe fingers (Groenenberg et 170 

al. 2010). With only three sedimentary facies zones, some simplification of facies modelling was 171 

necessary. No distinction was made between frontal and lateral fringes, and hybrid-bed prone areas 172 

(Hodgson 2009) were not included. Lobe and interlobe thickness information were implemented in 173 

each individual lobe, and adapted for each lobe zone.  174 

Two conceptual models of lobe architecture and facies distribution were tested (Fig. 7): Model A, 175 

けclassicげ lobe model (coarsening- and thickening-upwards at all locations within the lobe) and Model 176 

B, the Karoo-based conceptual lobe model (facies transitions from axis to fringe and allowing lobe 177 

amalgamation). The classic model (Model A) (Fig. 7) follows the Marnoso model of Ricci-Lucchi 178 

(1975); Mutti (1977); Mutti & Sonnino (1981); Piper & Normark (1983) ﾗヴ デｴW けDWヮﾗゲｷデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ LﾗHWゲげ 179 



 

 

model from Shanmugam & Moiola (1991), in which all facies zones are vertically stacked within each 180 

lobe. This implies that fringe zones formed the base of each lobe and covered the whole lobe area. 181 

The remaining lobe zones show progressively smaller surface areas, mimicking a stratigraphic 182 

pattern of coarsening- and thickening-upwards across the entire volume of the lobe, implying an 183 

overall progradational pattern (Prélat & Hodgson 2013). The facies-transition model (Model B - 184 

Prélat et al. 2009) (Fig. 7) shows multiple lateral transitions from axis to fringe areas to capture 185 

compensational stacking of lobe elements. The axial lobe areas were made slightly erosional, 186 

mimicking lobe amalgamation in axial areas (Prélat et al. 2009). Different facies associations have 187 

been attributed to each lobe zone based on sedimentary log data. A total of three different facies 188 

associations were used for the basin-floor lobe complex models: thick-bedded structureless 189 

sandstone (Fa1), medium-bedded structured sandstones (Fa2) and thin-bedded siltstones and 190 

sandstones (Fa3).  191 

Within Model A the number of facies groups decreases from axis to fringe, with Fa3 being spread 192 

over the complete surface area of the lobe, Fa2 only covering the two inner zones (off-axis and axis) 193 

and Fa1 being focused within the axis. All together this resembles a coarsening-upward trend. 194 

For Model B, three sub-models were constructed with different proportions of facies associations for 195 

the different lobe zones (Fig. 7). The vertical lobe structure was divided in three packages (top, 196 

middle and bottom) of which the middle portion was twice as thick as the top and bottom portions. 197 

The three sub-models represent three different levels of internal detail with B1 に one facies group 198 

for each lobe zone, B2 に multiple facies groups for off-axis and fringe zones, B3 に multiple facies 199 

groups for all lobe zones. Due to these differences in facies proportions within the lobe zones, the 200 

style of facies transitions that has been modelled from axis to fringe is more abrupt in B1 and B2 201 

than in B3. Attempt was made to keep the overall facies volumes constant between the different BFL 202 

models (Fig. 7), to prevent major reservoir performance differences due to variance in overall 203 

petrophysical properties.  204 



 

 

CLTZ environments (OR & BK) 205 

Small-scale sector models (2 km x 2 km x 70 m) were created for the two CLTZ environments (BLK & 206 

OR) (Fig. 8). All non-channel deposits, including lobes, have been modelled as background layering, 207 

representing infinite tabular bodies. This is considered to be sufficient due to the minimal lateral 208 

changes in thickness or facies documented at the scale of model in the outcrop data collected from 209 

the non-channel deposits. Channel-fills within basin-floor settings of the Karoo Basin dominantly 210 

comprise well-sorted structureless sandstones (e.g. Sullivan et al. 2000; Johnson et al. 2001; Van der 211 

Werff & Johnson 2003; Brunt et al. 2013), and are well exposed at outcrop (Fig. 5A). Areas of poor 212 

exposure were interpreted as intra-channel overbank and lobe deposits. Sedimentary thicknesses 213 

and facies distributions were based on sedimentary log-data (Figs. 5 & 8). Realistic depositional 214 

architectures for the channel bodies were based on a combination of outcrop observations and 215 

generalised models of base of slope channels within the Karoo (e.g. Van der Werff & Johnson 2003; 216 

Brunt et al. 2013). Some of the tabular sandstone-prone deposits within the BK study area, have 217 

been interpreted as very high-aspect ratio channel-fills (Kirschner & Bouma 2000). However, due to 218 

their uniform thickness over the study area and tabular nature, here they are interpreted as lobes 219 

and overbank material and constructed as part of the background layering. Typically, basin-floor 220 

channel-fills (200-400 m wide, 5-10 m deep) in the Karoo Basin are comprised of four main facies 221 

groups (Brunt et al. 2013; Fig. 5B): amalgamated structureless sandstone (Fa1), medium-bedded 222 

banded argillaceﾗ┌ゲ ﾗヴ けSｷヴデ┞げ sandstone (Fa5), mudstone clast lag conglomerate (Fa4) and soft-223 

sediment deformed deposits (Fa6). Fa 1 is the dominant facies group (>75%; Fig. 4A). Typically, with 224 

a conventional modelling technique using a regular grid, the channel-fill would be represented by a 225 

single facies group, as the incorporation of minority facies would lead to an impractically large 226 

number of grid cells. However, the heterolithic character of the facies groups can have significant 227 

influence on the reservoir properties. Therefore, two versions of the channel-fills were applied: one 228 

with a single-facies fill (Fa1), and one with the addition of the minor facies groups (Fa 1A, Fa4, Fa5 & 229 

Fa6). Due to the lack of longitudinal constraint on the channel-fills, standard deviations (0.1-0.5 m) 230 



 

 

were set for the thickness modelling of each individual facies package. In each CLTZ model, the x and 231 

y cell dimensions were set to 100m x 100m, while the z cell was variable between 0.1 to 20 m, 232 

depending on the scale of the modelled architecture.  233 

Petrophysical properties are likely to be different in thick amalgamated structureless deposits (Fa 234 

1A) and stratified normally graded sandstones (Fa1B), and therefore a distinction is made. The OR 235 

dataset (Fig. 8A) was used to construct two alternative sub-models, OR-A and OR-B, with different 236 

levels of detail. OR-A represents a simplified (upscaled) facies model, only including the facies groups 237 

that represent the majority of the facies (Fa1A, Fa1B, Fa2 & Fa3) and a more detailed and realistic 238 

facies model (OR-B) with the addition of Fa4, Fa5 and Fa6 groups. In addition, some of the 239 

background packages were separated into smaller facies packages. Within OR-B the sandstone-rich 240 

units were separated into structureless, banded and structured sandstones (Fa1B, Fa2 & Fa4) and 241 

the sandstone-poor units into thin-bedded siltstones and structured sandstones (Fa2 & Fa3). The 242 

total number of grid cells increased by an order of magnitude (from 70x10
3
 in OR-A to 50x10

4
 in OR-243 

B) with the down-scaling from OR-A to OR-B.  244 

Three sub-models were built with the BK-dataset, which were used to understand the influence of 245 

channel architecture on reservoir connectivity. The configuration of the background layering was 246 

kept constant and consists of a combination of structured sandstones (Fa2), banded sandstones 247 

(Fa5) and thin-bedded sandstones and siltstones (Fa3). Two sub-models showed different levels of 248 

channel-fill detail: BK-A single facies group for entire channel-fill, and BK-B enhanced channel-fill 249 

facies with the addition of Fa4, Fa5 and Fa6. A third sub-model (BK-C) was constructed, where the 250 

channel-fills were completely removed and comprised only background layering. In both the OR and 251 

BK models, differences within facies proportions of sub-models were minor (Fig. 8). 252 

Petrophysical property modelling  253 



 

 

No petrophysical property dataset is directly usable from the outcrop analogues which have been 254 

altered due to burial metamorphism and weathering (Fildani et al. 2009). Therefore, data were 255 

obtained from the Glitne Field, a small oil field within Paleocene turbidites in the upper part of the 256 

Heimdal complex in the South Viking Graben, Norwegian North Sea (Keogh et al. 2008). Previous 257 

authors have used geometrical constrains and facies information from the Tanqua submarine 258 

systems as an outcrop analogue for the Glitne system (Hodgetts et al. 2004; Keogh et al. 2008). 259 

Therefore, petrophysical properties and production data from this field were used for fluid 260 

modelling purposes of this study.  261 

Core plug permeability measurements were used from the most central exploration well (15/5-5) 262 

within the field (Fig. 9A). The well is positioned between two other exploration wells which have 263 

been interpreted as a feeder channel (15/5-6) and a lobe fringe environment (15/5-3) (Avseth et al. 264 

2001). Well 15/5 represents a setting where both channel and lobe deposits are interpreted. The 265 

core plug measurements were assigned to different facies associations by use of core photographs 266 

(e.g. Fig. 9A). These data provided a basic understanding of the range in permeability values (1.2-267 

1200 mD/cP) that can be expected from the various facies associations  and the assumption is made 268 

that these core plug measurements are representative for the proposed facies groups over their 269 

complete cell volume (Ringrose & Bentley, 2015). Remaining permeability values (Fa3; Fa4) were 270 

based on Amy et al. (2013). To account for the heterolithic character of some of the facies groups 271 

(horizontal versus vertical permeability), Kv/Kh permeability factors were applied to certain facies 272 

groups (Fig. 10), primarily based on Amy et al. (2013). A permeability factor was applied within the 273 

banded sandstone facies group (Fa5) as the Glitne core data indicated low permeabilities within 274 

argillaceous intervals (Fig. 9A) (9 mD/cP compared to >200 mD/cP in non-argillaceous sandstones). 275 

Commonly, banded sandstones show a clean dewatered sandstone base and an argillaceous top 276 

(Hofstra et al., 2015), an estimate of 0.0125 Kv/Kh (10/800) was applied for the banded facies group. 277 

Highest permeability readings (1200 mD/cP) within the 15/5 core are associated with dewatered 278 

(dish and pillar structures) clean sands (Stow & Johansson 2000). As this value is significantly higher 279 



 

 

than other structureless sandstone readings (300-600 mD/cP) a division was made between 280 

dewatered amalgamated structureless sandstones (Fa1A) and thick-bedded non-dewatered 281 

structureless sandstones (Fa1B). For the Fa3 and Fa4 groups, permeability factors (Kh/Kv) have been 282 

estimated, as the dominance of normal grading and the interbedding with low-permeable siltstones 283 

will result in heterogeneous vertical petrophysical properties (Scaglioni et al. 2006).  284 

As porosity data were not available from the Glitne Field, estimations were applied based on the 285 

collection of core porosity data from subsurface Tertiary turbidite systems of Bennes & Hamon 286 

(2007) (Fig. 9B) and Amy et al. (2013). Bﾗデｴ けpermeability-porosityげ and けgrain size-porosityげ cross-287 

plots were used to determine porosity ranges for each sedimentary facies group (Fig. 9B). The 288 

porosity range was based on the spread of data-points present within this study. To account for the 289 

uncertainty within petrophysical properties, ranges were set (Fig. 10) and a total of 25 petrophysical 290 

property realisations were performed for every submodel within RMS
TM

2012 (Fig. 11).  291 

Streamline simulation set-up 292 

To test connectivity within the reservoir models, single-phase flow simulations have been performed 293 

(blue fluid/red fluid simulation in industry appellation) using the streamline analysis tool in 294 

RMS
TM

2012. This simulation tool allows extremely fast analysis of flow patterns within reservoir 295 

models, even when the model is complicated and/or large. The main advantage of this method is 296 

that a large number of simulations can be run in a short amount of time (e.g. Brandsæter et al. 297 

2001). This allows the performance of a large number of sensitivity tests to look at the relative 298 

impact of various factors on flow patterns. The visual representation of flow patterns, called 299 

streamlines, show the path of fluid particles through a reservoir, given constant pressure and 300 

reservoir conditions. Within the streamline simulation procedure, the boundary conditions are 301 

defined by the well rates and the structural boundaries. Once the pressure distribution is calculated, 302 

the velocity field is determined, which forms the basis for the streamlines. With the help of these 303 

streamlines, differences between scenarios in the preferred flow paths can be identified readily. Due 304 



 

 

to the large number of simulations (275), the tracer breakthrough times (TBT) between injector and 305 

producer wells can be used to evaluate the connectivity within the reservoir. A fast tracer 306 

breakthrough between injector and producer well is here associated with increased connectivity 307 

and/or permeability contrasts (Hovadik & Larue 2007). As the flow of any fluid or gas in a reservoir is 308 

primarily controlled by the spatial distribution of permeability and pressure gradients (Hewett, 309 

1986), contrasts in the permeability due to the presence of different lithofacies will impact reservoir 310 

connectivity. For a number of scenarios, drainage functions are performed with the help of 311 

generated time-of-flight parameters and pore volumes. These drainage functions give predictions of 312 

the production rate using calculated pore volume, time of flight parameters and 313 

production/injection regions from the streamline simulation output.  314 

Well set-up 315 

In the basin-floor lobe complex (BFL), two injector-producer pairs (Fig. 12) were sited: one in the axis 316 

of the complex (Axis) and one in the fringe area (Fringe). Within the OR-models, three injector-317 

producer pairs were placed, longitudinal to the channel orientation (Fig. 12), with injectors and 318 

producers penetrating the same channel system (Loc1,Loc2 and Loc3). For the BK-models, one 319 

injector-producer pair was placed longitudinal to channel orientation, penetrating both channel 320 

systems (Fig. 12). Well positions were kept constant between all simulations. 321 

Dynamic rock, dynamic fluid (light oil) and reference pressure were based on data from the Glitne 322 

Field. Fluid injection and production occurred over the complete modelled interval. To assure a 323 

steady state was reached within each simulation, sensitivity tests were performed and the solution 324 

time was set to 10 years (3650 days). The distance between injector and producer was always set to 325 

a minimum 1km to ensure active flow.  In some cases, where multiple injector-producer pairs are 326 

present within a single model, an injector of one pair may interfere with the results of a producer 327 

well of another pair. The effects of different injectors on the producer wells could be separated 328 

during the streamline simulations and to prevent any possible interference, only the paired-well 329 



 

 

data (1 km distance) have been included within the results. Flow rates and well pressures from both 330 

producers and injectors were based on well data from the Glitne Field and kept the same between 331 

different realisations, in order to allow constant pressure and reservoir conditions for the 332 

performance of streamline simulations.   333 

 334 

STREAMLINE SIMULATION RESULTS 335 

Basin floor lobe complex (BFL) 336 

Simulation results of Model A (coarsening- and thickening-upwards) and Model B (facies transitions) 337 

(Fig. 11) are compared using TBT histograms (Fig. 13) that show the spread in breakthrough times 338 

between injector-producer pairs in different realisations. These different realisations are the result 339 

of the stochastic approach on the petrophysical modelling (Fig. 2). Within Model A, the timing of 340 

breakthrough is similar for both locations, but with a slightly larger spread at デｴW けFヴｷﾐｪWげ ﾉﾗI;デｷﾗﾐ. In 341 

Model B, however, the breakthrough at デｴW けA┝ｷゲげ is on average more than a year (1.3) later than at 342 

デｴW けFヴｷﾐｪWげ. Two-tail t-tests (0.05 significance level), assuming unequal variances, confirms that the 343 

results from both locations are distinctive populations (Fig. 13). Drainage functions performed for 344 

Model A & B at デｴW けA┝ｷゲげ (five per model) indicates that within Model B production rates are 345 

significantly higher directly from the start of production and that cumulative production is on 346 

average over 40% higher (Fig. 14) after the first 40 years. Timing of breakthrough between Model B1 347 

and B2 is similar at both well locations, which is confirmed by two-tailed t-tests (Fig. 13). However, 348 

the TBT results of Model B3 (Fig. 13), show a significantly reduced average breakthrough time at the 349 

けA┝ｷゲげ (confirmed by t-test に Fig. 13) of 2 years compared to Model B2. The wells at デｴW けFヴｷﾐｪWげ 350 

within Model B3 on the other hand show very similar results to Model B2. Furthermore, a 351 

substantial difference (~60% in 40 years) in cumulative production can be observed between the 352 

けA┝ｷゲげ and デｴW けFヴｷﾐｪWげ in Model B (B2) within a lobe complex (Fig. 14). 353 



 

 

CLTZ Models  354 

The TBT results of the OR and BLK models have been summarised in Figure 15. Within the upscaled 355 

version of the OR-model (OR-A), breakthrough takes longer (2-3 years) for all well locations 356 

compared to the more realistic sub-model (OR-B). Within OR-B, the timing of breakthrough is not 357 

only shorter but also more uniform at the different well pairs. Within both the OR-A and OR-B 358 

simulations, streamlines from all wells are observed to focus along the main channel-fill sandstones 359 

(Fa1A) (Fig. 15).  360 

Similar effects on TBT can be observed between BK Ch1 and BK Ch2 with an average decrease of 361 

breakthrough time of 4 years. The non-channelised model (BK no-Ch) shows minimal differences 362 

with slightly shorter breakthrough timing compared to BK Ch1 confirmed by a t-test (Fig. 15). 363 

Drainage functions have also been performed and show distinct variation between the submodels 364 

after the first 10 years (Fig. 15). The lowest production rates are reached within (BK Ch2), while the 365 

highest production rates are seen within the non-channelised model (BK no-Ch). However, 366 

differences within cumulative production between the submodels are limited (3-8% in 40 years) and 367 

only become significant after the first 20 years. Active pore volume has also been calculated for the 368 

BK-models, to see if part of the observed production differences could be related to differences in 369 

reservoir volume. Active pore volume is the segment of the total pore volume that can be produced 370 

from, before breakthrough occurs. Differences between BK Ch1 (3.34x10
6 

m
3
) and BK Ch2 (3.30x10

6 
371 

m
3
) are minimal. However, by removing the channels completely (BK no-Ch に 3.05x10

6
 m

3
), active 372 

pore volume was reduced by more than 8%. This indicates that total reservoir volume is not the 373 

controlling factor as the models with the largest active pore volume (BK Ch1 & BK Ch2) show lower 374 

production rates.  375 

 376 

DISCUSSION 377 



 

 

Interpreting streamline simulation results 378 

The single phase-flow experiments were designed to study the relative differences in connectivity 379 

within reservoirs. A slow breakthrough time of the injected fluid within the producer well indicates 380 

that the injector and producer are poorly connected within the reservoir, which can have negative 381 

consequences for production rates. On the other hand, early breakthrough often has negative 382 

implications for recovery factors due to expensive water cycling and low vertical sweep efficiency 383 

within the reservoir (e.g. Brouwer et al. 2001; Brouwer & Jansen 2002; Alhuthali et al. 2006). 384 

Therefore, the sensitivity studies and their implications on the timing of breakthrough can help to 385 

rank different probable scenarios of reservoir performance. When breakthrough times have proven 386 

to be distinct (t-test) between sub-model results, it shows that the effect of the change applied in 387 

the facies model is significant enough to be discriminated from the uncertainty associated with 388 

petrophysical properties. A higher uncertainty (high standard deviation) within the results is mostly 389 

related to the greater impact and uncertainty within the low-permeable deposits on the connectivity 390 

of the system, compared to the high-permeable deposits. The use of simplistic reservoir models, 391 

before adding more complicated variables is widely ヴWaWヴヴWS デﾗ ;ゲ けデﾗヮ-Sﾗ┘ﾐ ﾏﾗSWﾉﾉｷﾐｪげ ふe.g. 392 

Williams et al., 2004). By adding more variables to simplistic models, a large variety of different 393 

scenarios can be created which can highlight the most significant uncertainties, called けヮヴﾗI┞Iﾉｷﾐｪげ 394 

(Larue & Hovadik, 2012). Procycling is considered a useful process for uncertainty analysis, especially 395 

for deep-water reservoirs (Larue & Hovadik, 2012; Saikia et al., 2015).   396 

Basin floor lobe complex (BFL) 397 

The modelling results of the medial to distal basin floor lobe complex (BFL) show that the choice of 398 

conceptual geological model (Model A or B) has a major influence on the best well placement 399 

strategy. Within Model B, there is a clear difference observed in both breakthrough time and 400 

production from the axial lobe complex areas (Axis) compared to more fringe positions (Fringe). This 401 

is related to the lateral facies changes that have been implemented within Model B and are not 402 



 

 

present within Model A. Furthermore, Model B has a significantly better production rate (Fig. 14). 403 

This is largely related to the petrophysical property differences between the two models as the 404 

nature of Model A with all lobe zones stacked in combination with the facies maps will result in 405 

different facies proportions. The average permeability of Model B (156 mD) is therefore over 50% 406 

higher than within Model A (92 mD), which will impact production results. Reservoir performance 407 

differences are therefore related to both the facies structure as well as facies proportions 408 

differences related to the conceptual models applied within Model A and B. The B-submodels 409 

indicate that facies changes applied within the off-axis/fringe environments do not significantly 410 

influence the connectivity of the system (B1 & B2). Changes applied in the axis of the lobes (B3), 411 

where lobe amalgamation occurs, have a much more significant impact. In this case, the addition of 412 

Fa2 within the axial lobe areas improved the vertical connectivity, even though its volume was 413 

limited (14.3% of axis に Fig. 7). Also, the results demonstrate that when heterogeneity is increased 414 

within the axial areas, performance differences between well locations are less apparent. The 415 

adjustments within lobe style modelling of the BFL models prove to have significant impact on 416 

predicted reservoir performance. In many cases, this uncertainty in modelling of sedimentary 417 

architecture is more significant than the large uncertainties associated with the petrophysical 418 

modelling (spread in TBT results).    419 

CLTZ Models 420 

The results from the CLTZ-block model indicate that channel-fills within channelised lobe areas can 421 

have a variable effect on reservoir performance. Wells within the coarse, upscaled version of the OR-422 

model (OR-A) take more than 3 times longer to reach breakthrough compared to the downscaled 423 

version (OR-B). In both the detailed model (OR-B) and the upscaled version (OR-A), fluid flow 424 

streamlines concentrate within the channel-fills (Fig. 15A). However, the heterogeneities of the 425 

minor facies associations within OR-B have a major effect on pressure concentration, which results 426 

in the compartmentalisation of the reservoir, indicated by the early breakthrough.  427 



 

 

The BK-model confirms that heterogeneities within minor facies groups of channel-fills have 428 

substantial impact on reservoir connectivity. Differences in performance between BK Ch1 and BK 429 

Ch2 are also related to vertical compartmentalisation of the reservoir, resulting in early 430 

breakthrough. The similarity in results of BKCh1 and BK No-Ch also indicates that the channel-fills 431 

only have a limited influence on the performance of the reservoir. In addition, according to the 432 

drainage functions (Fig. 15A), the channel fills still have a slightly negative effect on production when 433 

they are well-connected (BK Ch1) with the background deposits (lobes and overbank), compared to 434 

when no channel fills are present (BK No-Ch). The more favourable petrophysical properties of the 435 

channel-fill facies (Fa1A) (Fig. 10) compared to the sand-prone and volumetrically larger background 436 

deposits will in both the BK Ch1 and the BK Ch2 (Fig. 8) cases act as a pressure leak, which reduces 437 

the drainage area of the reservoir. Production differences between the three cases are mostly due 438 

to the full vertical injection and production, which ensures injection and production over the whole 439 

vertical interval. Production differences could well become more significant if injection or production 440 

would not occur over the complete reservoir interval, as vertical permeability boundaries will 441 

become much more important.  442 

Implications on reservoir performances within CLTZ environments 443 

Stratigraphic juxtaposition of basin-floor channels and lobes, such as observed in the Tanqua 444 

depocentre outcrops (e.g. Luthi et al. 2006; Fig. 5A), has a variable effect on reservoir performance 445 

(Fig.15B), and depends on the nature of the lobe deposits and the presence of flow barriers or 446 

baffles at the base of and within the channel-fills. With injection over the full vertical thickness of the 447 

fan, interlobe (distal fringe) heterogeneities do not have much effect when the deposits are 448 

sufficiently sand-prone. Other factors such as inter-channel barriers have proven to substantially 449 

change reservoir predictions (Fig. 15). These barriers include channel bases that are at least partly 450 

overlain by mudstone clast conglomerates. As these mudstone clast conglomerates could provide 451 

high permeability in the case of matrix-supported types but very low permeability in the case of 452 



 

 

clast-supported types, a wide range in permeability (10-5000 mD) has to be accounted for. 453 

Furthermore, the impact of heterogeneities caused by (partly) argillaceous sandstones have been 454 

considered. OR-B and BK-B both show a clear overall switch to early breakthrough with the addition 455 

of these vertical heterogeneities (Fig. 15B). This shows that the combination of multiple 456 

heterogeneous facies groups can influence flow pathways within the reservoir.  457 

However, these intra-channel barriers (consistent basal mudstone clast conglomerate layer and 458 

argillaceous sandstones in the top of the fill) that have been added in the CLTZ submodels (OR-B and 459 

BK Ch2) may represent an end member scenario as basin-floor channel-fills show limited spatial 460 

variety and variability between channel-fills (e.g. Brunt et al. 2013). According to Alpak et al. (2013), 461 

the presence of mud drapes, including mudstone clast-conglomerates, at the channel-base is most 462 

important when assessing recovery factors. However, the probability of channel bases overlain by 463 

mudstones in base-of-slope and basin-floor settings according to Alpak et al. (2013) is significantly 464 

less (<10%) than compared to slope channel-fills where mudstone drapes across the base of 465 

channels are more common and interpreted to indicate sediment bypass (e.g. Barton et al. 2010; 466 

Hubbard et al. 2014; Stevenson et al. 2015). Eschard et al. (2014) observed lenses of matrix-467 

supported (claystone) materials in their study of the basin floor system of the Pab Formation and 468 

noted that the lateral extension of these units is commonly limited. In the case of Eschard et al. 469 

(2014), the flow streamlines were able to bypass the heterogeneities due to local erosion and 470 

therefore only had limited impact. This implies that even though the channels within a channelised 471 

lobe area (CLTZ) are considered to have better connected margins compared to upslope channel-472 

levee systems (Funk et al. 2012; Alpak et al. 2013), there is a great level of uncertainty accompanying 473 

the behaviour of these boundaries and associated performance of CLTZ-reservoirs. Due to the 474 

combination of relatively low total volumes of channel-fills compared to surrounding deposits 475 

including lobes, the distributive character and the uncertainty within channel-fill behaviour, 476 

channelised-lobe environments may be considered as a higher risk as an exploration target than 477 

conventional ideas might suggest.  478 



 

 

Alternative areas of better vertical connectivity are high amalgamation zones (Stephens et al. 2001; 479 

Hodgetts et al. 2004; Hodgson et al. 2006) at lobe apexes. Within these areas there is an overall 480 

lower chance of reservoir compartmentalisation compared to channelised lobe areas, due to the 481 

lack of horizontal flow barriers. Also the impact of abrupt facies changes (in the case of an erosive 482 

barrier) compared to gradual facies changes (in the case of facies transitions), may have important 483 

consequences for the pressure distribution and fluid migration rates. The BFL model results show 484 

that amalgamation of lobe axes has a significant impact on reservoir performance.  485 

Ranking reservoir performance  486 

Streamline simulations are commonly used for ranking reservoir performance before more 487 

comprehensive flow simulations are initiated (e.g. Idrobo et al. 2000) and can also be used when 488 

complicated grids or high number of grid cells make flow simulation challenging. Comparing the 489 

macroscopic sweep efficiency between the different scenarios gives a good indication of problem 490 

areas as well as identifying the areas of interest for exploration within deep-marine fan systems. The 491 

well-constrained depositional architecture of the Karoo Basin lobe complexes (Hodgson et al. 2006; 492 

Prélat et al. 2009), further understanding from the modelling results of this study, and previous 493 

stochastic modelling results (e.g. Stephens et al. 2001; Funk et al. 2012; Alpek et al. 2013), have 494 

been integrated to develop a model on recovery (macroscopic sweep) efficiency within basin-floor 495 

fan systems. A division has been implemented based on sub-environments (Fig. 16): channelised 496 

lobe, amalgamated lobe and non-amalgamated lobe areas. Different scenarios have been attributed 497 

to each sub-environment linked to heterogeneity differences. Macroscopic sweep  efficiency has 498 

been linked to the timing of breakthrough. As only for a limited number of models drainage 499 

functions (Fig. 14; 15) were run, the general assumption was made that both slow and rapid 500 

breakthrough will result in relatively low recovery with limited drainage areas. A good non-501 

compartmentalised and connected reservoir with good-to-intermediate porosity will result in the 502 

best total recovery. The most variability in performance can be seen among the channelised lobe 503 



 

 

areas (CLTZ) (Fig. 16, circles). The possibility of both compartmentalised and non-compartmentalised 504 

channelised lobes, makes the prediction of macroscopic sweep efficiency within these environments 505 

more challenging. Less uncertainty is associated with amalgamated lobe areas (Fig. 16, pentagons) 506 

where good vertical and horizontal connectivity are predicted. Amalgamated lobe areas as a 507 

reservoir will therefore have higher chances of good recovery rates and will be less of an exploration 508 

risk compared to channelised lobe areas.  509 

 510 

CONCLUSIONS 511 

A 3-D geological modelling workflow is presented from outcrop data collection, through constructing 512 

reservoir models to performing single-phase flow simulations. The workflow highlights the 513 

importance of understanding fine-scale sub-seismic sedimentary architecture. Various sensitivity 514 

tests were performed by applying geologically realistic scenarios for sedimentary architecture and 515 

facies distributions of submarine lobe deposits and channel-fills. Results show that the conceptual 516 

model applied for a specific case study can have significant influence on the reservoir connectivity 517 

and macroscopic sweep efficiency, especially when lobe amalgamation is considered. The 518 

implications on connectivity by alternations in facies within the high net lobe axis areas are much 519 

more significant compared to similar changes within lobe off-axis to fringe areas. Juxtaposition of 520 

channel-fills and lobe deposits, which is common in CLTZs, has diverse effects on reservoir 521 

performance depending on the presence of inter-channel barriers and the sand-prone nature of the 522 

lobes. In CLTZs, due to the high degree of uncertainty of heterogeneities associated with channelised 523 

lobe areas, they can be considered a more challenging production target compared to areas of lobe 524 

amalgamation where good horizontal and vertical connectivity are more certain. For the 525 

construction of geologically realistic reservoir models, it remains vital to collect quantitative data 526 

from fine-scale architectures within outcrop analogues, which may form significant reservoir 527 



 

 

heterogeneities, and to develop and test conceptual models, such as can be done with the well-528 

constrained basin-floor fan systems of the Karoo Basin.  529 
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Figure captions 784 

Fig 1. Simplified cartoon of a basin-floor submarine lobe complex showing distinct subenvironments 785 

with A に confined channel systems, B に distributive channel network, C に high amalgamation zone 786 

(HAZ), D に distal lobe environment. Based on Kane & Pontén 2012.  787 

Fig. 2. Illustration of the complete workflow that has been followed, including geological modelling, 788 

reservoir modelling and flow simulation.  All data input is indicated by arrows. The table shows the 789 

main uncertainties within each modelling step, the number of submodels produced, how the 790 

uncertainties were covered, and why multiple models were required. ͚CLTZげ refers to channel lobe 791 

transition zone, けBFLげ to basin floor lobe complex model, けORげ and けBKげ to the けOngeluks Riverげ and 792 

けBlaukopげ S;デ;ゲWデゲ respectively, and けChげ and けno-Chげ to channels and no-channels respectively に see 793 

text for further details. 794 

 795 

Fig.3. Location map of the Tanqua depocentre showing the outcrop analogues that have been used 796 

for facies modelling and the stratigraphic column of the Tanqua deep-water deposits (based on 797 

Hofstra et al. 2015). The basin floor lobe complex models (BFL) were based on a large dataset from 798 

Prélat (2010) collected within the medial to distal parts of Fan3. For the CLTZ-models two different 799 

datasets were used: one from Fan3 (OR) and one from Unit 5 (BK). The dashed outline represents 800 

the inferred outline of Fan 3.  801 

Fig. 4. Panoramic views of the Fan 3 lobe complex at two locations at the Gemsbok Valley area. The 802 

level of lobe-on-lobe amalgamation is clearly different between both locations. Lobe numbers have 803 

been indicated; interlobes and interfan mudstones are presented in greyscale.  804 

Fig. 5. (A) Panoramic view of central channelised area of the OR-section and its facies distribution 805 

based on log-data. Due to an exposure bias, the most dominant facies that can be observed is 806 

structureless sandstone. Red lines indicate erosion surfaces. (B) Typical channel-fill facies, with B1 に 807 



 

 

mud clast conglomerates, both clast-supported (bottom) and matrix-supported (mid to top), B2に 808 

Soft-sediment deformed siltstones and sandstones at the channel margin, B3 に Structureless 809 

amalgamated sandstones and B4 に Banded argillaceous sandstones.   810 

Fig. 6. Left - Log showing the Fan 3 basin-floor lobe complex and its division into six different lobes 811 

(based on Prélat et al. 2009). Right - Plan view of the simplified facies zones of four lobes used to 812 

construct the lobe complex facies models (based on Prélat 2010). All individual lobes show an 813 

ｷヴヴWｪ┌ﾉ;ヴ けaｷﾐｪWヴ-ﾉｷﾆWげ a;IｷWゲ SｷゲデヴｷH┌デｷﾗﾐs in frontal fringe areas.   814 

Fig. 7. The two lobe construction models that have been applied with Lobe Model A: Stacking of all 815 

elements, creating a thickening/coarsening pattern at every single location of the lobe (based on 816 

Mutti 1977), and Model B: Facies transitions from axis to fringe (based on Prélat et al. 2009) with 817 

allowance of axial lobe amalgamation. The sketched fan in the middle shows the section (dashed 818 

white line) of the system (basin-floor lobe complex) that has been modelled. Different facies 819 

submodels were constructed for model B with a division into bottom, middle and top sections. B1: 820 

Simplified facies division with a single facies association for each lobe zone and no vertical division; 821 

B2: Multiple facies associations in top and bottom within off-axis areas and in fringe areas; and B3: 822 

Multiple facies associations within all lobe zones, including middle section of the off-axis areas.  823 

Fig. 8. CLTZ reservoir block models with (A ) OR submodels including a simplified (upscaled) facies 824 

distribution (OR-A) and a detailed (downscaled) facies distribution (OR-B); (B) BK submodels with 825 

two of the three having different levels of detail within channel-fills (BK Ch1 & BK Ch2) and one 826 

excluding the channels completely from the model (BK no-Ch). A full block-model of Bk Ch1 is shown 827 

as an example. Note that the facies proportion differences between the different submodels are 828 

limited.  829 

Fig. 9. (A) Glitne Field core photos from well 15/5. Two core plug permeability measurements (A1 & 830 

A2) were undertaken within this sand-prone section (~5m), showing two completely different 831 



 

 

permeability values, associated with a higher argillaceous content in A1, blocking pore space 832 

between individual grains. (B) Example of porosity range of the structureless sandstones (Fa1), 833 

determined based on the dataset of Bennes & Hamon (2007). Both permeability data from the 834 

Glitne field and grain size data from the outcrop record have been used to determine the range in 835 

ヮﾗヴﾗゲｷデ┞ ┗;ﾉ┌Wゲく TｴW ゲｴ;SWゲ ﾗa ｪヴW┞ ｷﾐSｷI;デW デｴW けaｷﾐW ゲ;ﾐSゲげ ｪヴﾗ┌ヮ ヴ;ﾐｪW aﾗヴ デｴW ;ゲゲﾗIｷ;デWS 836 

permeability or grain size range.  837 

Fig. 10. Table showing the range in porosity and permeability values applied within the petrophysical 838 

modelling, including core and outcrop examples. For certain facies groups (Fa2, F3 & Fa5) a 839 

permeability factor (Kv/Kh) was implemented to account for the expected heterogeneity within 840 

them. 841 

Fig. 11. (A) Example porosity realisation of BFL-Model B2 showing stacked lobes and a decrease in 842 

porosity from axis to fringe. (B) Fence diagram of a horizontal permeability (Kh) realisation of BFL-843 

Model B2, showing clear differences between axial and fringe facies. A total of 25 petrophysical 844 

property realisations were performed for every submodel.  845 

Fig. 12. Well setup for BFL, OR and BK models. Injector and producer pairs were set at different 846 

locations with a fixed 1 km distance in between. Within the BFL-model two injector-producer pairs 847 

were located at different locations within the complex, an example of typical flow streamlines is 848 

shown on the right. Within the CLTZ models, the producer-injector pairs were orientated along 849 

channel orientation and positioned so that they penetrated the channel bodies. In the BK-model the 850 

wells penetrated the margins of both channel systems. 851 

Fig. 13. Breakthrough time (TBT) histograms of all performed BFL model streamline simulations. The 852 

histograms show the results for the 25 simulations that were run for each well pair. Model A shows 853 

ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴ TBTげゲ aﾗヴ SｷaaWヴWﾐデ ﾉﾗI;デｷﾗﾐゲ ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ デｴW ゲ┞ゲデWﾏが ┘ｴｷﾉW Model B clearly shows differences 854 



 

 

depending on location. The lower three histograms show the difference between the Model B 855 

submodels. The results of various two-tailed t-tests have been given to the right. 856 

Fig. 14. Production curves showing difference in overall cumulative production between Model A 857 

and B and between locations within Model B2. The curves are composed from the (limited) spread 858 

resulting from a total of 5 different petrophysical realisations for each submodel. 859 

Fig. 15. (A) Breakthrough time (TBT) histograms of all CLTZ models (OR & BK). Only limited 860 

differences can be observed between locations. A significant shift can be observed between the 861 

upscaled version (OR-A) and the downscaled version (OR-B). Streamlines in both models are all 862 

focused within the main channel facies (Fa1) as shown in the example below. The BK-model shows a 863 

similar shift in TBT from BK Ch1 to BK Ch2. Only a limited reduction (t-test results are given) is 864 

observed between BK Ch1 and BK no-Ch in breakthrough time. Production curves are not very 865 

different in all three cases, (based on 5 different simulations) but highest cumulative production is 866 

reached within the non-channelised model (BK no-Ch).(B) Summary table showing all the model 867 

alterations that have been studied and the average results from all performed streamline 868 

simulations and drainage functions. 869 

Fig. 16. Summary conceptual model of macroscopic sweep efficiency versus tracer breakthrough 870 

time (TBT) within different lobe sub-environments. Different scenarios have been plotted and 871 

grouped into: non-amalgamated, amalgamated and channelised lobe areas. Both an early and late 872 

breakthrough will have negative consequences for sweep efficiency with a slow breakthrough 873 

indicating a badly connected injector-producer pair with low production rates and a very early 874 

breakthrough or a very well-connected injector-producer pair, but with significant loss of drainage 875 

area. Most uncertainty is associated with channelised lobe areas as heterogeneities can possibly 876 

cause compartmentalisation of the reservoir, while this does not occur within amalgamated lobe 877 

(HAZ) areas.   878 
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